Proposed solve for Charleston, SC
10/30/2019 (provided to Shhh 1/1/20)
By: Gabrielle Sandbothe
Image 2 is presumed to be Charleston.
I only highlighted some of the image matches. The image includes latitude and longitude (33 & 80).

Correction: Daisy is also a nod to Villa Margherita at 4 S Battery

Verse 6 is presumed to be Charleston:
Of all the romance retold
Men of tales and tunes
Cruel and bold
Seen here
By eyes of old
Stand and listen to the birds
Hear the cool, clear song of water
Harken to the words:
Freedom at the birth of a century
Or May 1913
Edwin and Edwina named after him
Or on the eighth a scene
Where law defended
Between two arms extended
Below the bar that binds
Beside the long palm’s shadow
Embedded in the sand
Waits the Fair remuneration
White house close at hand

Breaks down as follows:
Starting at Two Meeting Street
Of all the romance retold

Next stop, the Simms Monument.

Men of tales and tunes
Cruel and bold

Simms was a journalist and wrote “tales”.
Next stop is the Jasper Monument

Seen here
By eyes of old (auspices – archaic word for overSIGHT)

Next stop, the Bandstand/Gazebo
Stand and listen to the birds

Next, the water fountain:
Hear the cool, clear song of water

Next, the Capstan (Moultrie statue now stands there):
Harken to the words:
Freedom at the birth of a century
Or May 1913

Next,
Edwin and Edwina named after him
Or, on the eighth a scene
Where law defended
Stede Bonnet Monument
Another famous pirate was Blackbeard, real name Edward Teach. Although the Bonnet statue is for the
pirate Stede Bonnet, he was partnered with Teach.

Nicholas Trott was author of a novel called “Eight Charges”.

Next, reference to the historic benches found in the park along S Battery St.
Between two arms extended
Below the bar that binds

There a rod that runs horizontal on the bench between the two slats of the back rest.
Beside the long palm’s shadow
Embedded in the sand

Waits the Fair remuneration (pay for service). Notice all the key pad numbers in the hairline in the
image.

There is a palm frond on the bench legs as well as a palm frond shadow by a utility pole (see below);
both may cast a shadow in the direction of the phone.
The phone company in 1982 was Southern Bell (Fair).

White house close at hand
White house is reference to 8 S Battery, the William Washington House. There is a lion door knocker on
the front door that could very well have been there in 1982. The house is white in color but it also has a
White House connection as William was second cousin to George Washington, the country’s first
President (Star and stripes on Ft Sumter reference in the image).

Property was originally purchased by Thomas Savage. There is a “TS” shown in the diamond.
The William Washington House is the only pre-Revolutionary house on South Battery.

(Door photo credit: Jared William)
Summary, the casque should be located here …

The cross in the image may also represent a telephone pole. With the overhead lines attaching to each
side of the pole.

